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10 DAYS LEFT TO BACK RAY & LIZ BY RICHARD BILLINGHAM
ON KICKSTARTER!

MAKE A PLEDGE HERE

106 backers have helped us raise 75% of our £20,000 goal, join them now show your support
for this extraordinary project.
There are just 10 days left to back our campaign and raise the last £4,096!
Our best performing reward, a limited edition photograph released in collaboration with The
Photographers' Gallery is nearly sold out: There are just 5 available at £700; the final 5 will be
held back and sold for a four figure sum.
Back the campaign now to secure your work!
There are also many other fantastic rewards available, including the chance to own a piece of
the film, receive rare signed Richard Billingham photography books, and even secure an
Associate Producers' Credit.
Find more information on the campaign page.
RAY & LIZ is Turnerprize nominated and Deutsche Börse Prize winning artist Richard
Billingham’s first feature film. Working with cinematographer Daniel Landin (Jonathan Glazer's
UNDER THE SKIN), Richard returns to the striking photographs that he captured of his family

during Thatcherera Britain to tell a universal story of everyday conflicts, loneliness, love and
Shareloss.

Richard Billingham. Ray and Liz, 1995. 1995, 16 x 20", Edition of 25 + 2 APs

SCREENING AND Q&A: RICHARD BILLINGHAM AND DEE KELLY
The Electric Cinema Birmingham ,4749 Station St, Birmingham, B5 4DY
Friday 11 March, 7.30  8.30 pm
BOOK TICKETS HERE
We are delighted to be holding this special screening of RAY in Birmingham, where Richard grew up
and his career began. We will be joined by Dee Kelly (aka 'White Dee'), who plays Richard's mother Liz
in her first acting role.
Shot on location in the same tower block Richard grew up in, Ray is a beautiful, atmospheric and
emotional film about addiction and control. Alcohol makes Ray a prisoner in his own bedroom. Liz
arrives periodically, for money. Sid and Liz battle for control of Ray, Sid with alcohol and Liz with the
lure of being reunited.
All proceeds from the event will go towards our Kickstarter campaign, and there will be some great
rewards for backers to take home on the night.
Tickets (£6) and further information available here.

HOW TO MAKE A PLEDGE
Supporting RAY & LIZ is easy: simply follow this link, select the righthand button  'Back this Project'
 and then choose from the exciting rewards that are on offer.

ShareHELP SPREAD THE WORD!
Share the Kickstarter link across your social networks to help spread the word and build support:
www.kickstarter.com/projects/68852125/rayandliz
You can also keep up to date with the latest news on the project by following our Facebook page

Key credits
RAY & LIZ
Written and directed by Richard Billingham
Producer Jacqui Davies
Director of Photography Daniel Landin BSC

RAY & LIZ is supported by:

Jacqui Davies Limited
www.jacquidavies.com
info@jacquidavies.com
Twitter / Vimeo
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